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Speed tuning theory and practice, costs, horsepower and 
torque for 1937-54 Chevrolet 6s, plus the 228, 248, and 270 
GMC engines. Fitting the block, stock and special Wayne and 
Horning cylinder heads, rocker arms, pushrods, cams, boring 
for larger pistons, rings, drilled crank-shafts, intake manifolds, 
exhaust headers, ignitions and superchargers. Shows classic 
speed equipment developed and manufactured by Barker, 
Belond, Besasie, Champion, Clark, Edelbrock, Edmunds, Chet 
Herbert, Hilborn, Horning, Howard, Iskenderian, Italmeccanica, 
JE Pistons, Mallory, McGurk, Newhouse, Nicson, Spalding, Tat-
tersfield, Venolia, Vertex, Wayne, Wico and Zoller. Explains 
the Chevy power family, the paths to power, block modifica-
tions and assembly, estimating horsepower, planning the job 
to get the most performance for your money. Clearances and 
general operating instructions are provided for the Wayne-
equipped engine. One section is devoted to the GMC 6-cylin-
der engine. Reprinted from the original 1951 edition. A classic 
guide for any auto buff’s library.
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CHEVROLET & GMC ENGINES

Drawings illustating the 
importance of wide-radius bends in re-

ducing flow losses in a manifold; Manifold 
“B” is the preferred setup.

Complete Wayne-
Chevrolet head assembly 
with exhaust manifolds, 

pushrods, etc.

The Chevrolet-Powered “Johnson 
Spl.” entered for the 1951 Indianapolis race. The 

Wayne-Chevy engine developed 265 hp at 5000 rpm on meth-
anol fuel. Of several semi-stock engines entered for the “500,” 

this car had the highest lap speed – turning a consistent 
125 mph.
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Sectional view of the barrel-
type tappets used on post-1937 Chevy 

engines (except powerglide).

Special 10-qt. wet sump 
to clear the steering linkage in late 

Chevrolet chassis.

Ten-quart wet sump 
assembled from parts shown 

above.

Parts required to build up 
a 10-qt. “wet” oil sump, using stock 

Chevy parts; note horizontal baffle for near 
section and the vertical baffle.

Side cross-section of the late 
standard 216-cu. in. Chevrolet engine.
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Roger Huntington was known as the dean of automotive technical writers in the early era of hot rods and rac-
ing performance. Although wheelchair-bound due to a swimming accident at age 15, this didn’t stop Roger in 
his quest for automotive knowledge. You just never knew when or where you would see Roger–at drag races, at 
press introductions at GM, Ford, or Chrysler, out “test-driving” as he rode along and got impressions of how a 
new car handled and performed. Then he would write about what he learned and what he felt about the car. His 
byline appeared in almost every automotive magazine in the 1950s and 1960s including Auto Car, Motor Trend, 
Car Life, Road & Track, Car & Driver, and Hot Rod Magazine to name a few. He wrote a regular column for Speed 
& Custom Dealer for more than 15 years.
Roger Huntington’s name was synonymous with then-current knowledge about high performance.
You will enjoy reliving history as you turn the pages of this automotive performance classic.
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